
Agenda day two
27.04.2023 MAIN STAGE

MAIN STAGE 09:00 Admission

The doors open at 09:00 am - so you can start networking over your first coffee or find
yourself a good seat.

MAIN STAGE 09:50 Opening
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

Event opening and welcome from the host.

Inken März
Sales Summit Moderation

MAIN STAGE 10:00 "New Sales" - What could that be?
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

Digitalisation empowers the customer, enables different marketing, improves logistics -
the simple things can be done without sales, the rest requires better advice. Department
stores, pharmacies and banks are closing. Whose turn is it to be overrun by change?
Where can we save ourselves? Thinking about "new sales".

Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck
 

Moderation:
Inken März
Sales Summit Moderation

MAIN STAGE 11:00 How is the working world in sales changing?
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

What will the sales teams of the future look like? What are the new challenges and what
is needed for continued successful collaboration?

Viktoria Tovstenko
Vodafone

Lars Rohde
Deutsche Telekom

Patricia Schwan
POLYAS

Patrick Weindok
HeyJobs

Sebastian Trampenau
Jodel

Markus Nagorsen
Faktor X

Moderation:
Ina Börner
NO DIRTY TALK
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MAIN STAGE 11:45 State of the European Sales Tech Space 2023
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

Sales tools support various processes in sales. The session takes a look at the sales
tech landscape in 2023 and highlights trends and developments, especially in Europe.

Dr. Jens Hutzschenreuter
Digital Business Group

Moderation:
Inken März
Sales Summit Moderation

MAIN STAGE 12:30 Lunch break

MAIN STAGE 13:30 Telesales 2.0 - recipe for success for the development of a
new B2B sales channel, or:
"anonymous call centre was yesterday".
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

Making a virtue out of necessity: In times of lockdown, the need for a new B2B sales
channel has become greater and greater, as customers were no longer reached through
traditional channels. Today, the newly created Direct2Business channel is indispensable
and is growing continuously. In his keynote, Jascha explains the challenges the team
had to overcome and the lessons they learned. The result is a blueprint for the
development of a telesales channel that can be implemented and relevant for many
companies.

Jascha Ahmadi
Philips

Moderation:
Inken März
Sales Summit Moderation

MAIN STAGE 14:00 Digitalization in sales
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

How is digitalization changing the sales business? Which tools and software solutions
are being used and what do new successful processes in sales look like?

Oxana Grama
MOBKOI

Martin Gutschmidt
CASAFARI

Christian Presinger
Kyocera Unimerco Fastening

Moderation:
Christopher Held
WinSales Consulting
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MAIN STAGE 15:00 Coffee break

MAIN STAGE 15:15  How much customer proximity does modern B2B sales
need? 
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

Can video calls replace phone calls or face-to-face meetings? Leading sales managers
discuss their experiences and strategies.

Svenja Lindner
Flowbird

Tim Jost
VfL Bochum 1848

Benjamin Bodden
Fujitsu

Jens Thomas
Chargecloud

Matthias Budel
BauWatch

Moderation:
Katharina Stapel
Stapelfux

MAIN STAGE 16:15 Main Stage Speaker Awards Ceremony
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

The top three speakers from our Main Stage will be honored. You decide which speakers
you found particularly inspiring, charismatic and innovative. Voting will take place using
our app. Access is via your ticket code.

Moderation:
Inken März
Sales Summit Moderation

MAIN STAGE 16:30 For all visitors:
Networking, drinks & music

MAIN STAGE 20:00 End of Sales Summit 2023
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Agenda day two
27.04.2023 MASTERCLASSES

MASTERCLASSES 10:15 Fear in negotiations
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

How do I deal with this emotion?

Yurda Burghardt
Negotiation Advisory Group

Moderation:
Steffi Landerer
Sales Summit Moderation

MASTERCLASSES 10:30 Outcomes! Maximize the performance of your sales teams
with Sales Enablement 
(Vortrag auf Englisch)

The Uberall success story with Seismic In this interview-style masterclass, we will
discuss: Objectives: What were the challenges at Uberall and how did implementing a
sales enablement solution help to overcome these? Outcomes: Uberall reports improved
sales performance – let’s look at these results and find out how they were achieved.
Outlook: Uberall’s plans for expanding the reach and building on the success of
Enablement

Pia Schümann-Hoppe
Seismic

Ambre Jeanneau
Uberall

Moderation:
Steffi Landerer
Sales Summit Moderation
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MASTERCLASSES 11:00 Win and support customers with Zoho CRM
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

In this session, you'll learn how to effectively use Zoho CRM for new customer
acquisition and customer support These special highlights await you: • Creating Systems
with Zoho CRM Digitize, optimize and automate (standards, blueprints, workflows,
dashboards) • Generating and qualifying leads with Zoho CRM How to successfully
generate leads and qualify them professionally • Successful selling with Zoho CRM How
to effectively manage sales opportunities and sell effectively • Delighting customers with
Zoho CRM Recommendations and tips on how to delight and serve customers, Get
references, generate referrals and get repeat business.

Thomas Stahl
icos business communications

Moderation:
Steffi Landerer
Sales Summit Moderation

MASTERCLASSES 11:30 Predictive Sales in B2B
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

Efficiency in sales means closing deals as quickly and easily as possible: Contacting
customers at the right time and for the right reason. This is exactly where predictive sales
tools come in. In this masterclass, you will learn what is behind predictive sales and how
you can use them to massively increase your sales in the B2B existing customer
segment.

Thomas Grimm
SUXXEED

Moderation:
Steffi Landerer
Sales Summit Moderation

MASTERCLASSES 11:45 Kola-boration? How fritz-kola digitizes the sales team
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

Together, we face volatility and rapid development of the market. With this approach, IT
and sales have moved closely together at fritz and have prepared themselves for the
future with the right methods and tools.

Lars Schlatermund
fritz-kulturgüter

Tim Tetens
fritz-kulturgüter

Moderation:
Steffi Landerer
Sales Summit Moderation
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MASTERCLASSES 13:30 DATA EXCELLENCE = waste of time or secret ingredient for
distribution
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

Is the topic of data quality still relevant in the age of AI? If so, how much does a lack of
data quality harm your sales? You can learn the following in the Masterclass: - Why is
everyone talking about data-driven sales? - How big is the problem of "data quality" -
How you can improve your data & sales results already tomorrow

Dr. Michael Spira
Data Q Company

Moderation:
Steffi Landerer
Sales Summit Moderation

MASTERCLASSES 14:00 Masterclasses Speaker Award Ceremony
(Vortrag auf Deutsch)

The top three speakers from our Masterclasses will be honored. You decide which
speakers you found particularly inspiring, charismatic and innovative. Voting will take
place using our app. Access is via your ticket code.

Moderation:
Steffi Landerer
Sales Summit Moderation
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